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About This Game

Become a Coroner
Sara is a young doctor who just completed Med School with the highest degrees. Uncertain about her future she joins the

Coroners' State Institute and the adventure begins!

Deep and engaging narration
Written by award winner writer JD Glass, author of American Library Association (Stonewall) and Lambda Literary Award

(Literature) finalist Punk Like Me, Punk And Zen, Lambda Literary Award and Ben Franklin Award finalist Red Light, GCLS
finalist American Goth, and the critically acclaimed X; selection editor (and contributor) of GCLS Award winning anthology
Outsiders, listed on the Advocate’s Top 100 for CORE, Vol.1 Iss.1., the well-received First Blood, GCLS finalist Nocturnes,
and the fan-awaited Glass Lions. Called by some the voice of a generation and the erotic philosopher by others, JD works in
often familiar-seeming worlds, with people we know, people like ourselves, people we’d like to meet, and provides powerful

stories that allow the reader to rejoice and wonder, stumble and fall, then rejoice victoriously again at the amazing experience of
being human.

You decide your own fate
As with all Bruni Multimedia's videogames choices are the most important thing: will you pursue your career without any

distraction or will you let your personal life to interfere with your dream to become a world-renown Coroner?

Episodic Release
The Coroner Saga will start releasing its first season on June 2019. Each season is made of 6 episodes and each episode's

duration is about 3-4 hours in gameplay.
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The game's replayability gives you the chance to start over and face completely new situations.
The Coroner Saga is an episodic Visual Novel which will have you deal with Sara's personal and professional life as well. Meet

new people, interact with colleagues and fellow doctors and uncover the truth behind several murder cases throughout the
game's season.

Medical accuracy
Developed with the help of a real MD, the game features medical informations that are accurate and up-to-date. Please do not
take medical informations other than for having fun in the game. If you experience some medical concern ask your doctor as

soon as possible.

Full HD graphics
Developed in 1920x1080 resolution, The Coroner Saga's graphic is stunningly beautiful to look at.

Original Soundtrack
The game features a full 10-track original score you won't hear anywhere else.
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Developer:
Bruni Multimedia
Publisher:
Bruni Multimedia
Franchise:
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Release Date: Jun 2019
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Help Text:
Hi all,

I've added Help Text into the game now. It's by no means complete but forms a basis to build upon. Please let me know if
there's anything that needs to be explained better and I'll add it in. Some critical blocking issues with the tutorials have been
fixed, but they'll be overhauled soon anyways.

Other than that, this update is a relatively short list due to the time it takes to simply write all the text.

Bugfixes/Changes:

Help button is now clickable in the pause menu and allows you to view information about certain aspects of the game.

Blocking issue involving subordinate/superior units in Basic Training tutorial has been fixed and takes into account the
newer unit information popup.

Tweaked the enemy AI to be a bit more aggressive in building structures.

Fixed bug in which the enemy AI was not properly rotating its troops to the rear.

Thanks for playing!. Build 0.9.5c:
Yet another small update! ^^

We're making a build for another platform today, so we thought we'd push the same changes on Steam for parity. It's mostly bug
fixes and tiny ui/balance tweaks.

We're not planning anymore updates until Release at this point, although the Release build will have some more bug fixes
and UI tweaks.

Here's the change log:
04/22/2019 - Version 0.9.5c

Bug Fixes:. Build 0.4.1 - Equipment & Balance Update.:

Build 0.4.1. Spellsworn - Patch 1.0.0.3:

Fixes. AbleGamers Charity Tournament 2018:
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The most overtly pay-to-win tournament in Planetary Annihilation’s history is back for its fifth incarnation!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aZ19dFfdiyQ

We return once more to bring you the biggest, most unpredictable and most expensive event in our community calendar. With
the support of the Planetary Annihilation community, we hope once again to be able to treat you to a showcase of this uniquely
cataclysmic Real-Time-Strategy game.

Sixteen players will battle in a series of free-for-all games for a chance to be crowned King of Chaos. The players will need to
use all the wit, skill and diplomacy they have available to them as they try to claw victory from this frantic scrum. However,
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there is a twist:

YOU control the carnage!. Paranormal Investigations: Episode 1:

Dear friends, we present you the first episode of the Paranormal Investigations in #Apartment327. This week the question is:

Who had an imaginary friend called "Little Timmy"?. Darkest Dungeon adds Steam Workshop!:

Today marks the release of Steam Workshop support for Darkest Dungeon! We’ve always wanted to support mods for Darkest
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Dungeon, and going back to the Kickstarter, we listed it as a stretch goal. Though at the time we didn’t reach that level of
funding, due to our success through Early Access, we decided to fully incorporate STEAM Workshop after release. Today
marks the beginning of that support, and we cannot be more excited to see what our players come up with!

To celebrate this event we are on sale this weekend on Steam! Have you been waiting for Workshop Support? Well now you can
grab the game for cheap and check out what the modding community has already cooked up in the Workshop Library! There
are already a handful of cool and interesting class mods, as well as small and large system overhauls for the game such as Pitch
Black Dungeon by MaesterSilvio, which is not unlike what The Long War is for X-Com 2.

We will be hosting a Community Stream this Friday to showcase some of the mods listed on Workshop as well as answer
questions from the community about the game and modding. Tune in to Twitch.tv tomorrow at 2pm PST!

Are you interested in making mods for Darkest Dungeon? Check out the Darkest Dungeon Workshop Group on STEAM and
the modding guide here! Back while we were testing out the Workshop integration we created a group for modders to send us
feedback as well as discuss and share their expertise. We plan on using this group as the home for future workshop feature
requests as well as discussing things with our modding community.

Finally, while mods are exciting please understand that we must put a disclaimer up as well:

Red Hook Studios cannot be responsible for any damage to save games caused by subscribing to mods. We recommend backing
up your saves first. Here are instructions how to do so. We also encourage mod creators to test your mods thoroughly before
making them available to the public.

The Darkest Dungeon world is about to get a little bit bigger! We can’t wait to see more of your creations.

Delve deep,

Red Hook Studios
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